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Wrinity C!tnllege 
The 
One Hundred Twenty-fifth Anniversary 
of the 
Chartering of the College 
May 16, 1948 
Hartford, Connecticut 
TRINITY COLLEGE, 1825-1878 
On May 16, 1948, Trinity College observed the One Hundred 
Twenty-fifth Anniversary of its chartering by the Connecticut 
State Legislature. The addresses delivered on this occasion at cere-
monies in the College Chapel are printed in this booklet. 
G. KEITH FUNSTON 
Thirteenth President of the College 

Greetings from the Church 
The Right Reverend FREDERICK GRANDY BUDLONG 
Bi.shop of Connecticut 
As the Bishop of the Diocese of Connecticut in the Episcopal 
Church, the fourth in succession to Bishop Thomas Brownell, your 
first president, I am proud and happy to be here with you today 
to bring to Trinity College affectionate greetings from the clergy 
and laity of the Diocese. We rejoice in all that Trinity has been 
and in all that it has done in the training of hundreds of young men 
for efficient leadership in all the walks of life. We congratulate 
the College upon its development during the past century and a 
quarter ; and we shall wholeheartedly share in its high hopes and 
sure promise for ever expanding usefulness to God and Country 
for all the years ahead. May God's blessing rest upon your en-
deavors and crown them with enduring success. 
Page Opposite-The Powers statue of Bishop Thomas 
Church Brownell, founder of the College. 
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Greetings from the 
City of Hartford 
The Honorable CYRIL COLEMAN 
Mayor of H arlford 
One hundred and twenty-five years ago today, the people of 
Hartford celebrated with cannon and bonfires the passage by the 
Legislature of a bill to grant a charter to Washington College, as 
Trinity was then known. It is appropriate that on this Anniversary 
Day, the people of Hartford should again express their affection 
for an institution whose birthday was so well received in the City. 
Hartford had many reasons to be interested in the new college. 
In the first place, its Charter, guaranteeing religious freedom to 
faculty and students alike, reflected the spirit which was typified by 
· the then new Connecticut State Constitution ; that is, the Constitu-
tion of 1818 which had provided for the disestablishment of the 
State Church. The Charter of the new college followed the pattern 
by providing that "no ordinance or by-law shall make the religious 
tenets of any person a condition of admission to any privilege in 
said college ; and no president or professor or other officer shall 
be made ineligible for or by reason of any religious tenet that he 
may profess, or be compelled by laws or otherwise to subscribe 
to any religious tests whatsoever." Incidentally, the Committee 
of the Legislature in reporting favorably the act of incorporation 
showed a mastery of understatement when it said that "the new 
college will in no way be prejudicial to the great and important 
interests of literature in this State." Among its incorporators was 
Charles Sigourney, whose distinctive name is preserved in the name 
of one of our streets, and whose wife, Lydia Sigourney, was noted 
for her poetry and for the salon in which she entertained the great 
in a beautiful house on Asylum Hill overlooking the college 
grounds which then occupied what is now the site of the State 
Capitol. 
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Hartford further showed its interest by raising three-quarters 
of the original endowment of $50,000 and so was selected as the 
city where the new college should be established. Middletown had 
attempted to obtain the college by pledging the rents and profits 
of two quarries; but by common consent, because of the amount of 
subscription raised in Hartford, this City was selected by the 
Trustees. 
The College was originally named, as you know, in honor of 
the father of our country although Dr. Wheaton, on a trip to 
England in 1824 seeking funds for the new college, was authorized 
to state that should some munificent benefactor to the institution 
be found it was intended to honor it with his name. Could that 
have been a sly dig at the elder sister college in New Haven? 
The pleasant relationship between the College and the City has 
endured throughout the years. There has been no cleavage between 
town and gown. Today, there is no need for such rules as an earlier 
and more rigid discipline imposed upon students whose first reci-
tation in summertime began at S a. m. and in winter at 6 a. m. 
In those days a rule provided that "no student may attend any 
festive entertainment in the city of Hartford or its vicinity." Tutors 
and professors were authorized to enforce the rule by a form of 
punishment which is described as "an admonition" and a fine not 
exceeding one dollar. 
Hartford has watched Trinity with pride from that September 
day in 1824 when she opened under the presidency of Bishop 
Brownell with an enrollment of nine students, down through the 
years to the present time. Boys from Trinity have in that time 
gone off to five wars. The College has changed its name and its 
location ; but the tolerance and liberal spirit of its inception has 
always pervaded its classrooms and we know it always will. 
I regret that fashions have changed so that I am not able to 
command the cannon to thunder and the bonfires, weather per-
mitting, to be lit. But let Trinity be assured that in Hartford our 
affection for her is even warmer than it was on her first birthday. 
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Greetings from the 
State of Connecticut 
The Honorable JAMES COUGHLIN SHANNON 
Governor of Connecticut 
I come bringing you the greetings, congratulations, and gratitude 
of the State of Connecticut which has been your home and to 
which you have contributed so much over the years. It is interesting 
to look back to the year 1823 and to see that Trinity has gone far 
beyond all the promises of its proponents. It is interesting to note 
that Trinity fought first in the face of a challenge and that it 
accepted that challenge and has met it so grandly. I could not say 
that this is only the beginning because this a ripe age. But again 
our country and our state and our community find themselves faced 
with tremendous problems, weighty decisions to be made-the 
determination, perhaps, of the course of the whole world for the 
next hundred and twenty-five years. And we look to you, Sirs, 
to continue to make the contribution to our culture and to our 
government and to our civilization that you have made in the past. 
It is with a happy mind, if not a contented one, that I say I bring 
to you not only the gratitude and the congratulations of the State, 
but also a realization that we can still look to you for further 
guidance and further contributions to our culture. I wish the sun 
had been shining today and if it had been, if there were any way 
in which it could be made to do. it I want you to know, Sirs, that 
I would have done everything in my power to bring that about. 
But looking over this grand gathering, it could have added very 
little. This is an occasion which I am sure we will all treasure in 
our memories over the years to come and the State wishes you 
many, many more years of success and service and contributions 
to your fell ow man. 
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The Convocation Address 
CHARLES SEYMOUR 
President of Yale University 
I do not need to tell you how deeply I esteem the privilege of 
participating in these ceremonies and bringing to Trinity on the 
occasion of her One Hundred and Twenty-fifth Anniversary warm 
congratulations and constant good wishes. I bring them on behalf 
of Yale University, where we cherish the warmest appreciation 
of the quality of our younger sister and of the service of her 
graduates. So far as I may speak for the larger educational world, 
I would express the sense of obligation which all .of us, colleges 
and universities throughout the nation, feel toward Trinity because 
of the ideals which she has defined and the steadfastness with 
which she has pursued them. They have offered an inspiring 
example. They are the ideals which have made of the American 
liberal arts college an institution of peculiar significance in the 
life of the nation. It is because of them that the alumni of such 
institutions have played a role of importance out of all proportion 
to their numbers. 
If I may speak in a purely personal sense I am deeply and 
emotionally appreciative of the honor and pleasure of joining you 
in this celebration. For more than twenty-five years I have boasted 
of the fact that I am an honorary alumnus of the College-an 
honor wlµch has especially touched me in that Trinity, with 
perhaps as much courage as discrimination was the first to admit 
me to the Doctor of Laws' degree. I wear the hood with pride, 
although I do not avail myself of the privilege that belongs to every 
alumnus to send the President comments upon athletics or even 
warnings of the dangers of radicalism. 
And I am especially happy to have this opportunity of express-
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ing my debt and my gratitude to one of the greatest historical 
scholars of America, a man of Trinity-Charles McLean Andrews 
(1863-1943, Class of 1884). From his inspired teaching we, his 
pupils, caught the fire of enthusiasm for scholarship; his unflag-
ging devotion to historical studies set the example of one who jn 
the search for truth "scorned delights and lived laborious· days" ; 
the magnetism of his personality transformed every seminar he 
led into an exciting adventure. Even were there no other links 
the memory of Charles Andrews would hold Trinity and Yale in 
close sympathy. 
With the name of Andrews upon my lips, you will understand 
that I dare not speak today except largely in historical vein. And 
it would be quite unhistorical, albeit diplomatic, were I to present 
the attitude of my own alma mater, one hundred and twenty-five 
years ago, toward the birth of the infant Trinity, as one of 
maternal and affectionate receptivity. Rather I regret to note it was 
that of the elder sister who views the advent of an addition to the 
family with a suspicion not untouched by nervousness lest her 
own position may in some fashion suffer. The mutual affection of 
Yale and Trinity over the passing years has become so deep that 
we can safely afford the frankness of historical truth. Certainly 
there is no evidence of enthusiastic aid on the part of Yale in the 
foundation of the younger institution. It is curious and significant 
that on the day before the petition for the incorporation of the 
new college was presented to the Assembly, a special meeting of 
the Yale Corporation was held in Hartford. At that meeting the 
Yale Fellows took action to abolish the requirement laid upon 
all Yale faculty members that they subscribe to the Saybrook 
Platform, a requirement which had been a special cause of com-
plaint among Episcopalians. The Trinity Librarian, Mr. Arthur 
Adams, comments upon this circumstance with a grace and in a 
tone which I commend to all historians. "Whether or not," he 
writes, "the dropping of the requirement was suggested by the 
knowledge of the petition for a second college in which no such 
test was to be required, can only be conjectured." 
It is a fact, however, that Yale does share a claim for responsi-
bility in the founding of Trinity if only in a negative sense, for 
her official attitude in questions of theology--and, in the 18th 
century college, that mattered the most-her attitude had not been 
marked by tolerance. You will remember that in 1722 the Rector 
of Yale College, Timothy Cutler, was summarily "excused" from 
office because he had joined the Episcopal Church, the ·only head 
of Yale College, thus far at least, to be relieved of his post. Twenty 
years later the theological attitude of President Oap so aroused 
the protests of Yale graduates that they led the movement for 
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the foundation of the College in New Jersey. Nowadays when the 
graduates don't like the President they decline to contribute to the 
Alumni Fund; two hundred years ago they went off and founded 
another college. 
There was certainly fair ground for the Episcopalians of Con-
necticut to feel that the religious atmosphere of Yale was unfavor-
able to them. It is true that college rules at Yale permitted Epis-
copal students to absent themselves from Chapel on Communion 
Sundays in order to attend their own Church ; but they were ex-
pected to be present at other Chapel worship subject to a fine 
and there was a complaint from a student that he had been fined 
five shillings to hear his Episcopalian father preach in another 
. church. Bishop Brownell expressed the matter with restraint in 
his address to the convocation, June 24, 1823 : "It is almost in 
vain to endeavor to imbue the tender minds of our children with 
our own views of religious truth, if during their subsequent edu-
cation they must be placed in situations where our peculiar senti-
ments are constantly treated as matters of indifference or exhibited 
as positively erroneous. It is difficult for youth to withstand the 
influence of example, of authority, and of numbers ; and without 
imputing any sectarian partialities, or any proselyting zeal, to the 
instructors of Academies and Colleges who dissent from our 
religious views, every person who knows anything of the relations 
subsisting between the instructor and the pupil, must be aware of 
the important influence which the religious sentiments of the 
former will be likely to produce on the minds of the latter." 
This was restrained and the petition to the General Assembly for 
the Charter was couched in equally restrained tones and struck the 
note of religious toleration at the same time that it stressed un-
deviating loyalty to Episcopalianism : "As Episcopalians, we do not 
ask for any exclusive privileges, but we desire to be placed on 
the same footing with other denominations of Christians. If it 
should be thought expedient to establish a new College, your 
memorialists are desirous that it should be conducted on broad 
principles of religious toleration, and that Christianity should be 
· exhibited in it, as it is in the Gospel-unincumbered with meta-
physical subilties, and unimpaired by any false liberality, or defined 
explanations which would divest it of some of its fairest char-
acteristics." 
The tone of the petition is also kindly and courteous in its 
reference to Yale : "We are aware of the great profits which have 
resulted to this State and to the general interests of Literature, 
from the important Literary Institution at New Haven, and we 
have no wish to lessen its future usefulness by our present applica-
tion." Attention is called, however, to the size of Yale. "Per-
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haps the present College in this state already numbers as many 
pupils as can either be instructed or governed to advantage, in 
one Institution." One wonders what the petitioners would have 
said about the ncmbers uow instructed and governed in some of 
our institutions of today. As a matter of fact the Yale Catalogue 
of 1823 shows 37 4 undergraduates, with 28 graduate students and 
71 in the Medical School, a total of 473. This is a group hardly 
more than half the size uf Trinity College today. 
It is well worth while emphasizing the quality of the petition 
of 1823 for it implies ideals of the utmost educational importance, 
more so today perhaps than ever before. The service of Trinity 
in fostering these ideals over the past century and a quarter is 
deserving of clear recognition. The petition is forceful in its stress 
upon spiritual factors as an essential aspect of the educational life 
and it points to religious experience as the direct approach to the . 
achievement of spiritual quality. It recognizes at the same time 
that this experience will vary for different individuals. 
It strikes the note of tolerance, and educational development in 
Connecticut went forward on a much clearer track after the bold 
expression of the spirit of tolerance set forth by the founders of 
Trinity. Largely through the efforts of the Episcopalians the 
Constitutional Convention of 1818 had ensured the freedom of 
religion through the separation of Church and State and the new 
Constitution provided that "no preference shall be given by law 
to any Christian sect or mode of worship" and that no person 
should be compelled to support any congregation, church or re-
ligious association. That spirit was voiced by Bishop Brownell in 
commenting upon the charter of the new Washington College in 
1823 : "Our charity would accord the same grounds of preference 
to other denominations; and that golden rule which _applies to as 
many of the relative duties, we would take as the true rule of 
religious toleration-'to do to others as we would have them do 
to us'." Such a spirit of tolerance we have in the twentieth century 
come to regard as the essential basis of education, as indeed of 
life itself under a democracy. But it was not always so in the 
history of New England education and we must never forget the 
inspiration furnished in this direction by the founders of Trinity. 
There was no concession made however to the spirit of re-
ligious indifference. They had the intelligence as well as the 
devotion to insist upon the importance of loyalty to denominational 
principle as they saw it. It has been said of some people that they 
are so openrninded that their brains fall out. Not so with these 
men. Their brains and their conscience combined to insist upon the 
validity of religious standards in the upbringing of youth which 
could not be surrendered if religion itself were of importance. 
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"There is," said Brownell, " a spurious liberality much in vogue 
at the present day which if it do not reach absolute latitudinarian-
ism, professes to regard it as a matter of indifference, or at most 
of expediency, to what particular denomination of Christians any-
one belongs. But if this principle be admitted, the obvious inference 
is, that it is most expedient to unite with that denomination which 
is the most numerous or the most popular. It is easy to see that 
the prevalence of such a principle would prove the ruin of our 
Church, and lead to a general laxity of religious faith. We are 
Episcopalians, not from any slight preference but as I trust from 
examination and conviction, and from an impervious sense of 
duty." 
There is inherent in this attitude not the narrow selfish appeal 
of the bigoted sectarian, but clearminded insistence upon prin-
ciple as a guide to educational life. It is a challenge to those 
responsible for education and to the students themselves to recog-
nize that standards are vital, that we of the colleges carry an 
obligation constantly to examine our convictions, and above all 
to have convictions and to live by them. The central purpose of 
education is to help youth to establish values, to learn to dis-
"tinguish between right and wrong. The weakening of that moral 
purpose-which was the main purpose of the 18th and early 19th 
century college-as an essential aspect of education, has con-
stituted and today constitutes a major menace. 
Such a weakening is perhaps not an unnatural concomitant of 
the transformation of the eighteenth and early nineteenth century 
college into our educational institutions of the present. We can 
easily appreciate the effects of expanding the early simple cur-
riculum into the complexities of today. We note the entrance of 
new fields of study into general education, the increasing demands 
of the secular professions for men educated in particular subjects, 
and especially the twentieth century assumption of the overween-
ing values of special technical training. We should also observe 
the American insistence upon opening the college to qualified 
youth (perhaps sometimes unqualified) on a well-nigh universal 
scale. The college thereby has become a true mirror of the entire 
community and not merely of a single class, and it has reflected 
the increasingly secular and generally amoral attitude of the 
community. 
Such a trend became lamentably apparent during the period 
between the two world wars when our educational institutions 
seemed to have abdicated entirely their obligations to moral leader-
ship. Sir Richard Livingstone, in his appeal for a return to the 
Greek aspiration for the Good Life, suggests that this period 
should be called the "Age ~ithout Standards," an age not without 
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its great virtues but with a central weakness in that "Good and 
evil are mixed together and that the tares not only grow among 
the wheat but are not distinguished from it." 
This was the period of tremendous progress in the fields of the 
physical and biological sciences. The application of science to 
industry brought new material comforts and eased the hardships 
of manual labor. The devotion of the biologists and doctors to 
research brought miraculous alleviation of human suffering and 
astounding cures for disease. Interest in behalf of the material 
welfare of men was unflagging and productive · of results that 
earlier generations could never have guessed. 
But interest in the moral welfare of mankind did not keep up. 
People were not concerned to ask what was right and what wrong. 
In our domestic scene life was overshadowed by the materialism 
characteristic of the great boom of the twenties and its collapse. 
Nor to my mind was the inevitable political reaction that took 
form in the New Deal a true moral reaction, for it laid infinite 
stress upon the rights of the people without any emphasis what-
ever upon their duties. · 
It is not surprising that this indifference to moral purpose should 
have culminated in disaster. When we passed the Smoot-Hawley 
tariff we did not ask ourselves whether this was the right process 
for us to use in international trade; we merely wanted to know 
whether it would make us rich quick. When we passed the Neu-
trality Acts which guaranteed to Hitler that, whatever he did, 
America would send no help to the nations he attacked, we did 
not ask whether this was the right policy ; we were simply looking 
for a way to be safe. "Ea~h nation for itself and the Devil take the 
hindmost." And the irony of it was that this disregard of moral 
purpose, this search for wealth and safety, ended in financial 
disaster and the most dire of military peril. 
Thus today because we became indifferent to moral conviction 
we are threatened with obliteration by those very material forces 
which we have ourselves manufactured and the control of which 
is slipping from our hands. A colleague of mine and an eminent 
scientist, Professor Sinnott of the Sheffield Scientific School, has 
pictured the situation in phrase~ which deserve constant repetition : 
"Science has made possible an agriculture so bountifully pro-
ductive that the labor of one man can now feed three, and yet 
half the world goes hungry. Science has developed methods of 
communication so ample and rapid that men can talk to each other 
from the corners of the earth, but this has increased, rather than 
lessened, suspicion and ill-will and hatred in the world. Science 
has made the globe so small that in a few hours a 'man can fly to 
any part of it; but instead of rejoicing .in the chance to mingle 
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freely with his fell ow men, he shudders at the ease with which 
destruction can be hurled across a hemisphere. Science has raised 
living standards and material ease to heights undreamed of in the 
past, yet economic bitterness and strife threaten to poison our 
society. Science has revealed so much of the ultimate nature of 
the material world that man seems close to understanding the 
deepest mysteries, but the immediate consequences of these revela-
tions is that civilization is in danger of actual physical destruction." 
We have this advantage in the present situation, as compared 
with that of twenty-five years ago, in that there is today as there 
was not then a vivid awareness of the imminence and the intensity 
of the danger. There is furthermore an eagerness on the part of 
the younger generation-especially those who have passed through 
the horrors of war and themselves have known the Valley of the 
Shadow of Death-an eagerness to accept a spiritual leadership 
that will protect us from the thrust of materialism. 
It is the responsibility of the college which educates our youth 
for service to the nation to make sure that they receive the leader-
ship they crave; that they acquire the sense of moral values which 
is essential to the proper direction of a crusade. They will be its 
leaders and they must be equipped. The college owes it to them and 
to society to see that their minds are trained and that they acquire 
the tools necessary to the gaining of a livelihood. But the liberal 
arts college owes to them and through them to the community the 
larger preparation for the understanding of life itself. Our students 
of today will be the ones who must rediscover for the world 
sources of spiritual strength, they must develop a conscious appre-
ciation of what will serve and what will endanger the true welfare 
of mankind. This is the challenge confronting American democ-
cracy ; it must be courageously met if democracy is to survive. The 
issue was made clear by the Archbishop of Quebec: "The only 
decision of any importance for a free man in this short life is the 
decision between good and evil." 
In carrying forward its obligation the liberal arts college is in 
no sense compelled to adopt standards of dogmatism. The tolerant 
founders of Trinity were careful to avoid them. The education of 
a free man can flourish only in an atmosphere of freedom. But 
tolerance cannot be permitted to degenerate into indifference. 
Those same founders set an example of undeviating loyalty to 
conscience ; they demanded that the student should have convic-
tions and should live by them. For the educated man there can be 
no such thing as moral neutrality. We of the colleges are under 
bonds to make sure that our students learn the difference between 
right and wrong ; and that they acquire the determination to pur-
sue the right, whatever the cost. 
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The founders also took for granted a principle which colleges 
in their tolerance or cowardice or indifference have too often 
forgotten : that religious devotion points the most direct road to 
the moral life. Therefore it is an essential aspect of college life 
if our education is to be complete. We cannot require religion of 
a student as we once required Hebrew and Latin. But we can 
devote our colleges to the development of a religious atmosphere 
in which the student properly guided may discover this most pre-
cious of all the values that can come to an educated man. We can 
remind ourselves that while the trade of Our Lord was that of 
a carpenter, his profession was that of a teacher. Not merely as 
Christians but as teachers we must strive to follow in His steps. 
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The President's Response 
GEORGE KEITH FUNSTON 
President of Trinity College 
On behalf of Trinity men everywhere I thank heartily the 
previous speakers for the congratulations and greetings which they 
have brought on this occasion. If, as they have been kind enough 
to indicate, Trinity College has been able to contribute much to 
the Episcopal Church, to the City of Hartford, to the State of 
Connecticut, and to higher education, so has Trinity received much 
from these same institutions. We are grateful for the sturdy 
support which they have provided and which has made possible our 
accomplishments. 
With the zeal for research and capacity for discerning evaluation 
which marks the great historian, President Seymour has presented 
a definitive review of the movement which led to the chartering of 
this College one hundred and twenty-five years ago today. A loyal 
son, he has magnanimously granted amnesty to the forbears of 
his foster mother. She loves him the more for this tolerance for 
undoubtedly in 1823 Yale had good cause to be exercised about 
the upstarts who, despite their clerical collars, claimed in the public 
press that New Haven was nothing but a den of infamy because 
of the large number of Yale students who resided there. But the 
breach at birth was soon healed, for the records indicate that Yale 
offered the use of its library to the new college as an inducement 
to have it established in New Haven. Without doubt this offer was 
prompted by altruism and not by application of the theory "if you 
can't lick them, join them" which phrase was destined not to be 
expressed until many years later. It is known that as soon as the 
Charter was granted, Trinity Trustees proceeded at once to secure 
sound counsel and advice from the professors at Yale. Indeed, 
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some funds were even secured from Yale alumni and by a Yale 
alumnus, Nathaniel Wheaton, although England appears to have 
been the most profitable hunting ground. This is evidenced by the 
following news item which appeared in the Connecticut Mirror 
September 8, 1823. "The Rev. Wheaton has gone to New York 
to take passage to England. His objects are to solicit funds and 
to regain his health." Would that the solicitation of funds today 
had a similarly restorative effect. If so, there would be few aged 
, college presidents. 
Two weeks ago Sir Richard Livingstone, whom Dr. Seymour 
quotes, gave the Moore Greek Lecture here at Trinity. From my 
several conversations with Sir Richard, I am certain that he will 
cherish the distinguished remarks we have just heard, and, in his 
turn, will quote from them. In his lecture Sir Richard called atten-
tion to the effect of "atmosphere" or "environment" as a factor · 
in the training of men. He declared, "Atmosphere is the greatest 
influence in determining the conduct of most of us." He went on 
to say that the atmosphere at Trinity indicated we must be meet-
ing with success in molding character and in training men to "hate 
what they ought to hate, and to love what they ought to love." I 
am especially pleased to hear that another famous educator, Presi-
dent Seymour, has concluded that the tolerant atmosphere at 
Trinity has been conducive to the bringing of high ideals and 
spiritual values to our young men. 
Trinity will try in the future to measure up to the faith which 
our friends have expressed here today and which the American 
public places in higher education. 
Former President Hughes of Iowa State University has said 
"The really essential difference between our people and others 
lies in our unfaltering faith in education as the greatest of all 
known means of human betterment and social progress. We have 
chosen education as the chief instrument of destiny." Evidence 
of this faith surrounds us-it is implicit in the Report of the 
President's Commission on Higher Education, in the twenty-eight 
bills fostering education which are now pending in Congress. It 
is voiced in the public utterances of politicians, labor leaders, and 
businessmen, alike. Successful performance in the past has pro-
vided a fallow ground in which the colleges and universities have 
an opportunity to sow a rich harvest for the future. 
For the colleges to measure up completely to all the hopes held 
for higher education is not an easy or overnight task. At best it 
will take years in the doing, and there will be many disappoint-
ments and shortcomings. Meanwhile, higher education must so 
conduct itself that the public will be patient and give it a fair 
chance. Most colleges profess to train their youths for citizenship; 
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President Seymour's excellent phrase is "educating youth for 
service to the nation." As stated in our catalog, an aim of Trinity 
College is "to promote the intellectual and moral growth of its 
young men so that they will become self-reliant, responsible, and 
enlightened citizens of democracy." The teaching and administra-
tive personnel of institutions which profess such aims are them-
selves the possessors of the type of education they foster. Con-
sequently, as individuals, they may be expected, and are expected, 
by the general public to be good examples of self-reliant, respon-
sible, and enlightened citizens. Recently I have come to wonder 
if this expectation is being realized. 
Will the public continue to regard educators as a self ..;reliant 
group when there is some evidence that many of them may be 
attempting to raid the federal treasury, as so many pressure groups 
have done in the past? While the Report of the President's Com-
mission on Higher Education has stated brilliantly the educational 
goals to be sought actively in a democracy, many of the recom-
mendations having to do with financing the program seem to me 
to be unrealisti~. Expenditures for education are a first essential 
but the public has the right to expect that the needs of education 
will be viewed in their relation to the other needs of our com-
plicated society. The statement in the report to the effect that 
expenditures for education cannot be regarded as costs in the 
usual accounting sense is but a pleasant fantasy to administrators 
\yho every day are finding out otherwise and serves only to ration-
alize the request for several billions of federal funds. A representa-
tive of the National Education Association recently proposed an 
immediate federal grant of $800,000,000 for higher education in 
addition to one of $300,000,000 for secondary schools. Eighty 
per cent of the students studying to be teachers at the New York 
University School of Education are reported to favor passage by 
Congress of a bill providing free college education for every 
citizen of the United States. On whom are we to rely to provide 
the necessary billions? The Federal Government, of course. 
Will the public continue to have faith in the responsibiUty of 
educators when an administrator states : "If students want to 
come, tell them to get in touch with us-telephone, write, or send 
a telegram. Colleges which persist in lecturing to small groups 
are in the Dark Ages." How responsible to the public interest is 
the ~rofessor who regards the attempts to limit John L. Lewis' 
abusive and monopolistic power as "an all-out campaign to shatter 
organized labor'' ? 
Will the public continue to regard higher education as enlight-
ened if the public statements of its officers lead it to believe that 
the colleges are hotbeds of radicalism? Let me read an excerpt 
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from a newspaper editorial which I came across recently. "In the 
Universities there is a widespread and open propagandizing for 
Communism on the part of a surprisingly large number of faculty 
members. We must recognize the menace before it is too late to 
prevent its spread by leftwing instructors most of whom have 
led sheltered academic lives, and who are thinking in a vacuum 
of pure theory without the leavening of realism or the stability of 
experience." Personally, I think the editorial exaggerates greatly 
the true situation. Undoubtedly there are some fellow travellers 
in the colleges but so are there in all walks of life. In my own 
experience in higher education I cannot recall ever having met 
with a fellow-traveller. Men who were charged with being "pink" 
or "red" have turned out only to be men who were not black with 
reaction, or who on occasion had succumbed to the temptation 
to shock by some exaggerated remark. It is a fact, however, that 
many people believe that colleges are hotbeds of radicalism and 
this must be of concern to educators for there is an old country 
saying to the effect that what people say behind one's back deter-
mines one's standing in the community. 
By the examples given I have attempted to suggest that certain 
officers of higher education whose views appear in the public print 
are not by their actions providing the example of self-reliant, 
responsible, and enlightened citizenship which the public has the 
right to expect of men who are acting as teachers of citizenship. 
There is evidence that more than a few people are again think-
ing of educators as long haired theorists, an old-fashioned belief 
which the recent war did so much to dispel. As Dr. Seymour says 
the College has become a mirror of the entire community. If 
the community finds in the mirror a reflection which is not true 
to life, it will thereafter look elsewhere for the image of its 
hopes for the future. I am convinced however that certain of 
the most vociferous men who may be regarded by the public 
as spokesmen for higher education are not truly representative 
of the thinking in our American colleges and universities. One 
reads often of the remarks of the extremists. They are good news-
paper copy but make a noise quite out of proportion to their 
numbers or importance. I believe that an overwhelming per-
centage of the officers of colleges and universities are men who 
are responsible citizens of democracy. Individualists, they believe 
in personal freedom of choice and do not favor the concentration 
of vast new powers in our federal government. They are not intent 
on raiding the federal treasury. They believe that the American 
form of democracy is the best government in the world for our 
people and are not taken in by their few colleagues who seem to 
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think otherwise. They are practical enough to see higher educa-
tion in its relationship with the other problems of our times, and 
yet are idealistic enough to hope that more of our people will be 
able to enjoy a college training which will continue to provide a 
worthwhile educational experience. 
Perhaps our institutions of higher education can do a better 
job of informing the general public, in language which the average 
person will understand, of the views which represent the majority 
opinion of the officers of these institutions. We must let the people 
know that the colleges are ardent advocates of increased social 
welfare and higher living s,tandards for all our people, and that 
our free society has a unique capacity to make changes peacefully 
and gradually to accomplish these aims. We must let the people 
know that our idealism is tempered by practicality, and that though 
our heads are in the clouds, our feet are not in mid-air, but are 
solidly planted on the ground. 
If this viewpoint is to be brought to the public attention, I sus-
pect that college administrators will need to be more active in ex-
plaining the majority opinion of the officers of their institutions 
on controversial questions of the day. Upon becoming Vice Chan-
cellor of Oxford University, Sir Richard Livingstone asked his 
predecessor for advice on how to be a successful university ad-
ministrator. The reply was "Be sure never to show your dis-
pleasure, although the provocation will be often and great." Perhaps 
our administrators should disregard this advice, as Sir Richard 
indicated he ignored it, in order to be free to express displeasure 
with some of the irresponsible ideas being publicized by their 
colleagues. 
The first one hundred and twenty-five years in the life of 
Trinity College have passed. It seems like a long time to us 
assembled here. But in terms of man's aspirations to be fulfilled, 
of the ideals to be realized, of the good life to be achieved, it is 
only a moment, it is only the beginning of the service which lies 
ahead. After this afternoon's brief pause with our friends for 
a review of the past, Trinity College will continue to move forward 
with our sister institutions in our common effort to train "youth 
for service to the nation by helping them to establish values and 
to distinguish between right and wrong." In this effort may we 
justify the faith of our alumni, friends, and the community, and 
may God help us to be true to the motto of the College, "Pro 
Ecclesia et Patria." 
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Conferring of Honorary Degrees 
By 
PRESIDENT FUNSTON 
In 1824, Charles Sigourney of Hartford, one of the founders 
of the college and a member of the Board of Trustees, wrote to 
seek the advice of Thomas Jefferson who was then engaged in 
making plans for the establishment of the University of Virginia. 
In his letter, Mr. Sigourney uttered a timeless truth when he said 
"A literary institution can be respectable and celebrated only by 
the eminent men it may produce." In a liberal arts college the 
buildings, the endowments, curricula, trustees, and the teachers 
have meaning only if they contribute to the training of young 
people. The only measure of success in such an institution is the ulti-
mate shining mark made in our free society by the graduates when 
they have reached maturity. Trinity is quite willing to be judged 
by its product and on behalf of the Trustees, it is my pleasure 
today to honor with degrees, Honoris Causa, four of our alumni. 
Trinity is proud of each of them. 
The untimely death two months ago of our beloved John P. 
Elton of Waterbury, Connecticut, Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees, deprives us of the privilege of awarding him the honorary 
doctorate which the Trustees had voted without his knowledge. 
At this time, we can but treasure his memory. As a tribute to Mr. 
Elton I shall now request the audience to stand for a moment of 
silence in his honor. 
The Citations 
By 
JAMES AN ASTASIOS N OTOPOULOS 
Hobart Professor of Classical Languages 
HORACE RICHARDSON BASSFORD 
Master of Science, Honoris Causa 
HORATIUS poeta, praeses honorande, aptissime iuveni iam diu 
dixit: 
Tu ne quaesieris ( scire nefas ! ) , quern mihi, quern tibi 
finem di dederint, Leuconoe, nee Babylonios 
temptaris numeros Ut melius, quicquid erit, pati ! 
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Sed his alumnus, eiusdem nominis ( nomine autem non omine) ausus 
est praeceptum illum sapiens repudiare et sic multum honoris con-
secutus est. Alii VIT AM, ephemerida pictoliterariam, imitantur sed 
VITA eum imitatur quod hicce ut Aristippus ille philosophus, nau-
fragio cum eictus ad Lethaeum litus animadvertisset geometrica 
schemata descripta, exclamavisse ad comites ita dicitur: "bene 
speremus, senum hominum enim vestigia Ciceronea video." Dum 
loquimur f ugerit invida aetas. Carpam diem et hunc alumnum, 
archilogista et praesidis vicarium Societatis Metropolitanae quae 
ad acerbae mortis damnum pertinet, decus Trinitiense hie et alibi 
spectatum, fratrem et partruum alumnorum ad te duco ut inter 
doctores honoris causa merito ascriptus fiat, Horatium Richardson 
Bassford. 
THE poet Horace, Mr. President, gave a wise piece of advice to 
youth long, long ago : 
Don't be a bookie or play the numbers. 
But this alumnus, despite the fact that his first name is Horace, 
dared to disregard this prudent advice of his namesake, and in 
so doing distinguished himself. Some people, Mr. President, see 
life through LIFE, but this man furnishes copy for LIFE because 
he plots our lives on the X and Y axes of life and death, and as 
he scrutinizes those maxima and minima curves he brings to us 
all hope that we may live to enjoy the sunset of life which Cicero 
described for us in golden words. But as I talk about him "tempus 
f ugit", so I will beat time ( in which this man is an expert) to the 
punch and present to you as a candidate for Trinity's Honor Roll 
this faithful alumnus who has distinguished himself and his alma 
mater in the actuarial profession, becoming chief actuary and first 
vice-president of the Metropolitan Life, president of the Actuarial 
Society of America, The American delegate to the Centenary of 
the British Institute of Actuaries, a brother and uncle of alumni, 
Horace Richardson Bassford. 
KARL WILLIAM HALLDEN 
Master of Science, Honor-is Causa 
IN regione campi nostri australi, praeses honorande, insuper 
propylaeo aedificationis ( de qua quoque simplex munditiis merito 
dici potest) dicatae inventuti nostrae, quae ad res altiores in 
disciplina Archimedea ascendat, inscriptum est: ALMAE MA TRI 
EX ANIMO D.D. CAROLUS GULIELMUS HALLDEN. In 
oriente aeque regione intra capellam erit baptesterium dedicatum 
ab eodem animis Christiane transit~ris per tenebras ad lucem 
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sanctam. Inter hosce locos tenditur iricolor pietatis arcus huius 
alumni atque socii in cuius tutela est amoenitas locorum nostrorum. 
H unc virum igitur de no bis bene merentem, fabricatorem vicinae 
urbis Thomasiensis spectatum, rebus mechanicis expertem qui 
non solum ut Socrates ille pulicis saltum metiebatur sed etiam 
pulicis pedis minimam partem; immo exigua sua sollertia et dili-
gentia instrumenta multa exactissima ad usum vitae invenit, 
alumnum atque socium fidelem qui per labores suos honorem non 
solum sibi sed etiam almae matri contulit, ad te duco ornandi 
causa, Carolum Gulielmum Hallden. 
AT the southern side of our campus, Mr. President, there is a 
building, simple in its neatness, dedicated to the disciples of 
Archimedes. Over its door there is inscribed HALLDEN EN-
GINEERING LABORATORY. At the eastern side of our 
campus there is to be in the Chapel a baptismal font, a votive 
offering of this devout alumnus. Between these two points on our 
campus there extends a radiant arc of devotion of this alumnus 
whose service on our Board of Fellows and whose careful atten-
tion to the appearance of our buildings and grounds call for our 
approbation. I therefore present to you for well-deserved honor 
this faithful alumnus who is a distinguished manufacturer at 
Thomaston ; an engineer who has rendered useful service to his 
country and his fellow citizens by inventing instruments so precise 
that not only, like Socrates, do they measure the flea's jump but 
even the diameter of a flea's foot; a man who through his achieve-
ment has brought honor not only upon himself but also upon his 
alma mater, Karl William Hallden. 
FRANCIS BUNNELL CREAMER 
Doctor of Divinity, Honoris Causa 
DULCE est nobis celebrantibus haec encaenia, praeses honorande, 
memores esse alumnorum nostrum qui ad honoris gradum ascend-
erunt Christo fideliter serviendo. Priusquam Christi miles paci 
consecratus est in illo altero hello militavit hie alumnus cum ilia 
splendida iuventute patriae nostrae in Argona et Castello Theo-
dorici. Praeparatio academica apud nos et evangelica apud Scholam 
Berkeleanam Theologicam eum emisit nomine vicari Christi dig-
num. Per multos annos Christi Viam et Veritatem et Vitam 
propagat in urbe nuncupata LOCUS MAGNUS quern maiorem 
f ecit per labores bene perfunctos. Quae cum ita sint hunc alum~ 
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mun reverendum qui XXV annis peractis cum sodalibus gauden-
tibus mox cantabit : 
Vinum bonum et suave 
Bibit abbas cum priore ... 
musis etiam pectore imbutum, ut libelli poetici et dramatici signifi-
cant, pro meritis rite coronatum a Schola Berkeleana et Imperio 
Britannico, pastorem fidelem et dilectum ad te duco a nobis 
quoque ornandi causa, Franciscum Bunnell Creamer. 
AS we celebrate today our one hundred and twenty-fifth anni-
versary it is well, Mr. President, to be mindful of those alumni 
of ours who have won honor through service in Christ. Before 
he became a soldier of Christ, this alumnus was one of that 
splendid manhood of America at Argonne and Chateau-Thierry. 
His academic preparation at Trinity and the evangelical prepara-
tion at the Berkeley Divinity School sent him forth a worthy 
Vicar of Christ. For many years he has been the servant of Christ's 
Way and Truth and Life in Grosse Pointe, which he helps make 
greater through his distinguished work. I therefore present to you 
a faithful alumnus who will soon join his classmates in singing 
Vive la compagnie on their twenty-fifth reunion; a man devoted 
to the Muses, as a volume of verse and a drama bear witness; a 
man honored for meritorious service by the Berkeley Divinity 
School and by the King's Medal of the British Empire; honor 
likewise, Mr. President, this faithful priest and jolly good fellow, 
Francis Bunnell Creamer. 
LAURISTON LIVINGSTON SCAIFE 
Doctor of Divinity, H onori.s Causa 
ANIMIS laetis, praeses honorande, accipimus hunc alumnum qui 
apud nos redit pro meritis coronaturus doctarum hederis praemiis 
frontium. Non multi fugaces lapsi sunt anni ex eo tempore cum 
hie fidus Achates illius saponensis Babbitt ita peritus fuit literarum 
Graecarum, quae, mi praeses, corpus spiritui et spiritum corpori 
praebent, ut etiam ipse discipulus feliciter biennium apud nos 
professor esset. In litteris Graecis erudiendis bene meministi, mi 
praeses, ferulam eius suaviter et vehementer (Graecissimum 
oxymoron) cadentem fallentibus verbo vobis consentaneo: pascho, 
pe1,somai, epathon, pepontha. Quamquam Alpha eius erat apud nos 
Omega in Dei servitium futurum erat. Postquam bona artium 
disciplina Harvardiana et Gottinga mentem logo firmavit ad 
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Scholam Generalem Theologicam processit ubi curso rite peracto 
ritu sollemni in ordinem pastorum receptus est. Enteuthen exelaunei 
para,saggas pollas, ut Xenophontis verbis utar, in Dei servitio, 
exempli gratia, in ecclesiis Sanctae Thomae Neo-Eboracensis, Sanc-
tae Trinitatis Neo-Portensis, in navibus nostrae patriae longis, in 
ecclesia Calvariae Pittpolitani et in rerum sacrarum communione 
fovenda inter ecclesiam nostram et Russicam Orthodoxum. Ob 
labores praeclare · perfunctos episcopus sacrosanctae nostrae ec-
clesiae in diocesi hesperia NeerEboracensi nuper creatus est, 
vestigia persecutus alumnorum episcoporum, Coxe et Brent et 
Davis. Quapropter hunc alumnum reverendum et doctum, sodalem 
gratissimum, honorem quern datums es bene de nobis merentem 
ad te duco, Episcopum Lauriston Livingston Scaife. 
WE are really happy, Mr. President, in welcoming today this 
alumnus who returns to be honored for his achievement. Not many 
years have glided by the sun dial outside of your office since this 
faithful Achates of "Soapy" Babbitt was so distinguished for his 
lmowledge of Greek (a language, Mr. President, which gives soul 
to the things of sense, and body to the things of the spirit) that 
even while an undergraduate, he was instructor in Greek for two 
years. When you were in his Greek class, you remember well that 
magisterial rod of his which fell with gentle dynamism ( a Greek 
oxymoron) upon those who stumbled on the principal parts of 
that verb of sympathy: pascho, peisomai, epathon, pepontha (I 
suffer, I shall suffer, I suffered, I have suffered). Although Trinity 
was his Alpha, his Omega was destined to be in the service of 
God. After post-graduate work at Harvard and Gottingen, he 
entered the General Theological Seminary. From there, to use 
the words of Xenophon, "he traveled many parasangs" in the 
service of God. He has served in the Churches of Saint Thomas 
in New York, Holy Trinity in Newport, as Chaplain in the Navy, 
in the Church of Calvary in Pittsburgh ; for many years he has 
worked for the greater union of the Episcopal and the Russian 
Orthodox Churches. Because he has performed his duties and 
missions with distinction, he has recently been consecrated Bishop 
of Western New York, following in the steps of alumni bishops, 
Bishop Coxe, Bishop Brent, and Bishop Davis. I therefore present 
to you a worthy alumnus, your good friend, and one well deserving 
of the honor you are about to bestow upon him, Bishop Lauriston 
Livingston Scaife. 
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DELEGATES FROM EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
1636, HARV ARD UNIVERSITY 
SAMUEL ELIOT MORISON, M.A., PH.D., 
LITT.D., L.H.D., LL.D. 
Jonathan Trumb»ll Pro/e88tw America• 
History 
1701, YALE UNIVERSITY 
CHARLES SEYMOUR, PH.D., LITT.D., 
LL.D. 
Pre4ident 
1740, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYL-
VANIA 
]OHM McKENNEY MITCHELL, A.B., 
M.D. 
Dean-elect of the School of Medicine 
1746, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY 
REESE H. HARRIS, JR., LL.B. 
Alumnus 
1754, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 
WILLIAM P. KIRK 
Alumnu1 
1764, BROWN UNIVERSITY 
SAMUEL T. ARNOLD, A.B., A.M., PH.D., 
Sc.D. 
Dean of the Univer4ity 
1766, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY 
ARTHUR ADAMS, PH.D. 
Alumnu4 
1769, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 
EDWIN B. JUDD, B.S., A.M. 
Alumnu8 
1787, FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL 
COLLEGE 
HENRY G. STETLER, B.S., M.A., PH.D. 
4lumnu8 
1791, UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT 
GEOllGE H. SBIPLB, B.S., M.A. 
Alumnu8 
1793, WILLIAMS COLLEGE 
FREDEII.ICK C. COPELAND, PH.D. 
Director of Atlmi8sion8 
1794, BOWDOIN COLLEGE 
WILBERT SNOW, LL.D. 
Alumnus 
1795, UNION COLLEGE 
CARTER DAVIDSON, A.B., A.M., PH.D., 
LL.D., LITT.D. 
Prendenl 
1800, MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE 
w ALTER. D. KNIGHT, JR., B.A., M.A. 
Alumnus 
1812, HAMILTON COLLEGE 
FREDERICK C. FBnY, Pa.D. 
Past Pre4idenl 
1813, COLBY COLLEGE 
]OHM EDWARD CA:NDBLET, LL.D. 
Alumnu1 
1819, COLGATE UNIVERSITY 
WILLIAM SALB TmBLL, A.M., D.D. 
Alumnu4 
1821, AMHERST COLLEGE 
C. SCOTT PORTD, M.A. 
Dea11 
1822, HOBART COLLEGE AND 
WILLIAM SMITH COLLEGE 
DONALD w. GRUNE, B.A. 
Alumnu4 
1824, KENYON COLLEGE 
EUGENE BALLARD 
Alumnu4 
1824, RENSSELEAR POLYTECHNIC 
INSTITUTE 
LIVINGSTON w. HOUSTON, M.E., LL.D •• 
D.ENG, 
Prendent 
1826, LAFAYETTE COLLEGE 
ALVIN C. NOLI', E.E. 
Alumnus 
1831, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
ANTHONY J. LOTANB, B.S. 
Alumnu8 
1831, WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 
VICTOR LLOYD BuTTDl'IELD, B.A., M.A., 
PH.D. 
President 
1833, HAVERFORD COLLEGE 
EDWARD D. FREBKAN, B.A. 
Alumnu4 
1834, HARTFORD SEMINARY 
FOUNDATION 
TBllTIUS VANDYKE, B.A., M.A., B.D. 
Dean, Hartford Theological Semiur:, 
1834, WHEATON COLLEGE 
DOROTHY NEWTON, A.B., C.E.F., C.E.P. 
Alumna 
1837, MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE 
RoswELL G. HAK, PH.D., LL.D. 
Pre8ident 
1838, DUKE UNIIVERSITY 
CLYDB 0. FisHu., B.A., M.A., PH.D., 
LL.D. 
Alumnu4 
1839, BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
PAUL M. BOYNTOH, B.B.A .• M.B.A. 
AlumntU 
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1841, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY 
DAVID ]. C•OKBIB, M.A. 
Alum,11u 
1843, COLLEGE OF THE HOLY 
CROSS 
PAUL w. FACEY, S.J •• A.B., M.A., 
S. T.L,. Pa.D. 
As.rirtafll Prqfessor of Sociology 
1849, TEACHERS COLLEGE OF 
CONNECTICUT 
Hunn D. Wu.Ts, B.A., M.A., Ps.D. 
Preside,d 
1852, TUFTS COLLEGE 
]EDY J. COSTELLO, B.S. 
Alumnus 
1854, BERKELEY DIVINITY 
SCHOOL 
PncY LINWOOD UuAH, M.A., B.D., 
S.T.D. 
Dean 
1861, MASSACHUSETTS INSTI-
TUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
TBOKAS D. GH,EH, B.A., B.S. 
HM&Orary Secretary 
1861, VASSAR COLLEGE 
Mu. HEH•Y LYKAM, A.B. 
Alumna 
1864, BATES COLLEGE 
Roscoz NJU.SOH, B.A., B.D. 
Alumnus 
1864, SWARTHMORE COLLEGE 
WILLIAK A. BOONE, A.B. 
Alumnus 
1865, CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
RoBuT P. BuTLu, B.A., M.A. 
Altimnus 
1865, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 
]OHM I. Kx-.KPAUICK, B.S. 
Treasurer and Secretary 
1865, WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC 
INSTITUTE 
SAMUEL M. STOHS, D.E. 
Tn.rtee 
1866, UNIVERSITY OF NEW 
HAMPSHIRE 
LAUHH E. SEELEY, Pa.B., M.E., LL.B. 
Dean, College of Technology 
1867, EPISCOPAL THEOLOGICAL 
SCHOOL 
WILLIAK J. WOLF, B.A., B.D., S.T.M., 
Tu.D. 
Secretary of Faculty 
1870, SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
Fo••zST DAVIS GIBBON, M.D. 
Alumnus 
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1870, WELLESLEY COLLEGE 
MnIOH L. DuNNJU.L, B.A. 
Alumna 
1876, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNI-
VERSITY 
Louis HASTINGS NAYLO•, Ps.D. 
Alumnus 
1876, U. S. COAST GUARD ACAD-
EMY 
A. A. LAWUHCE, A.B., A.M. 
Head of the General Sttldies Deparlmenl 
1879, RADCLIFFE COLLEGE 
Mu. LuoY A. HOWLAND, A.B. 
Alflmna 
1881, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTI-
CUT 
A-.TBU .. L. KNOBLAUCH, B.S., M.A., 
ED.D. 
Professor of Education 
1883, HILLYER COLLEGE 
ALAN s. WILSON, M.A. 
President 
1885, BRYN MAWR COLLEGE 
Mu. KIKBULY CHENEY, B.A. 
Alumna 
1885, ROLLINS COLLEGE 
Roon SHAW, Ps.D., LL.D. 
Trustee 
1885, SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE 
F•AHCIS C. OAKLEY, A.B. 
Assi.rtanl to the President 
1887, CLARK UNIVERSITY 
Hoxu PAYSON LITTLE, PH.D. 
Dean 
1889, WILLIMANTIC STATE 
TEACHERS COLLEGE 
MISS M. ELIZABETH Hoon, A.B., M.S. 
Dean of Women 
1892, RHODE ISLAND STATE 
COLLEGE 
ANTHONY STEUE 
AlttmnflS 
1893, NEW HAVEN STATE 
TEACHERS COLLEGE 
No•xA E. CuTTs, B.A., M.A., PH.D. 
Professor qf Education 
1897, ST. THOMAS SEMINARY 
RAYKOND G. LAFONTAINE, M.A., S.T.B. 
Presidefll 
1898, NORTHEASTERN UNIVER-
SITY 
WILFHD E. LAEE, A.B., A.M., Ps.D. 
Dean of College of Liberal Arls 
1899, SIMMONS COLLEGE 
MABEL E. CODY, B.S. 
Al11mt1a 
1901, THE DIVINITY SCHOOL OF 
KENYON COLLEGE 
CoawIN C. ROACH, A.B., A.M., B:D., 
PH.D. 
Dean 
1911, CONNECTICUT COLLEGE 
H. M. SMYSEll, A.B., A.M., PH.D, 
Professor of English 
1911, SKIDMORE COLLEGE 
KAJtL C. HYDE, PH.D. 
Professor of Biolog:y 
1920, JULIUS HARTT SCHOOL OF 
MUSIC 
MosHE PAttANov 
Director 
1927, UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGE· 
PORT 
CLAllENC:& D. L. ROPP, A.B., M.A .• 
PR.D. 
Dean of College of .A.rls and Sciences 
1928, SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE 
Mas. WILLIAM R. PULLE, B.A • 
.A.l11mt1a 
1932, SAINT JOSEPH COLLEGE 
MAllY P. HoLLDAN, M.A. 
.Associate Professor of History 
1939, HARTFORD COLLEGE 
LAUllA A. JOHNSON, B.A., M.A. 
Dean 
OTHER DELEGATES 
THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT 
]AKES COUGHLIN SHANNON, B.A., LI..B. 
Gwernor 
THE CITY OF HARTFORD 
CY:&IL COLEMAN, B.A., LL.B. 
Mayor 
STATE DEPARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION 
HEHllY C. HnGE, B.S., M.A., ED.D. 
Cons•ltant on Higher EdMcation 
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The Whitsunday Service 
By coincidence in the calendar, Trinity's Anniversary fell on 
Whitsunday, giving the College an unusual opportunity to note a 
century and . a quarter of close cooperation with the Episcopal 
Church. The principal religious service of the day was at eleven 
o'clock in the morning in the College Chapel. The sermon delivered 
on this occasion is printed beginning on the page following. 
A window in the Chapel of Perfect Friendship was dedicated 
during the service to the memory of the friendship of the late 
Trinity President Remsen B. Ogilby and Bishop Charles Henry 
Brent. It was given by the Ogilby family. The dedication was 
conducted by the Reverend Gerald B. O'Grady, Chaplain of the 
College, and the Right Reverend Lauriston L. Scaife, Bishop of 
the Diocese of Western New York. 
Principals in the service were Chaplain O'Grady, Celebrant; the 
Reverend Dr. Arthur Adams, College Librarian and Professor of 
English, Epistoller; and the Very Reverend Dr. Corwin C. Roach, 
Dean of Bexley Hall Seminary of Kenyon College, Gospeller. 
Organist was Clarence Watters, Professor of Music. 
The Reverend Dr. Adams celebrated communion in the Chapel 
at eight fifteen in the morning to open Charter Day and a 
Vespers Service at five thirty in the evening closed the day's 
activities. The boys' choir of Trinity Church in New Haven sang 
the Vespers Service. 
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The Undying Fire 
Whitsunday Sermon by 
The Reverend FRANCIS BUNNELL CREAMER 
Rector of Christ Churcn, Grosse Pointe, Michigan 
( Acts II, Verse 3) 
"And there appeared unto them cloven tongues, like as of fire, 
and it sat upon each of them." 
In approximately the year 1910 Father Staunton, Rector of St. 
Alb~n's, Holborn, on Whitsunday began his sermon by shrieking 
at the top of his lungs, "Fire! Fire !" and ( when a panic was 
about to ensue) qualified his statement by saying, "Everywhere 
except in the Anglican Communion by the Church of God estab-
lished." Undoubtedly there were not as many of the faithful 
present at St. Alban's as there are here in Trinity Chapel this 
morning, but the venerable old Rector awoke them from their 
weekly twenty-minute slumber in the house of God, and though 
I am sure he poured water on the troubled places and the fire 
was put out, there burned in the hearts of his congregation a flame 
which was akin to the "devout men dwelling at Jerusalem" on the 
Day of Pentecost. 
Like all Gaul and without the help of Caesar, I am going to 
divide this sermon into three parts : first, my own 25th anniver-
sary, least eventful, but nonetheless closer in time and memory to 
me; second, the 125th Anniversary of the founding of this College, 
which includes an attempt to cover "the brave men, living and 
dead" who have taken much and, like myself, given very little to 
perpetuate the life, spirit and attitudes that have become articulate 
and active in this institution since A.D. 1823; third, to emphasize 
more specifically the Birthday of the Church founded on the Day 
of Pentecost in 29 A.D., 1,919 years ago. 
The first part of this address must be brief but necessarily nos-
talgic. In 1919 Northam Towers had very recently converted its 
lighting facilities from gas to electricity. The Trustees had not, 
at that time, even asked for bids to redecorate the smudged and 
hallowed ceilings of that chill and dreary place which for a century 
had housed its freshmen. The fourth floor of Northam (no ele-
vators) gave to youthful hearts and the burning zeal of those 
athirst for knowledge ample opportunity to fan into flame that 
Undying Fire of Pentecost as we mounted many interminable 
steps to our cozy suites where, in bathrobes and borrowed galoshes, 
we comfortably watched the sunset over Zion Street. Vividly l 
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remember the enthusiasm at our football team being invited to 
play Princeton University in the Fall of 1919. Jim Breslin was 
Captain and center. Sam Jarvis was our quarterback. I (being 
athletic voca/,ly as cheer leader) journeyed to Trenton. Twenty-two 
men composed the squad ; it was a great battle, score-Princeton 
19, Trinity 0. Eleven men returned under their own locomotion-
the rest were crippled. It was a gallant fight and the next seven 
games we lost without scoring a touchdown. But an undying fire 
helped us to sing, "The good old days beneath the gold and blue" 
wondering whether they were ever to return again. 
Dr. Urban'~ classes in Philosophy, Odell Shepherd's courses in 
Shakespeare, Dr. Babbitt's lectures on "the glories that once were 
Greece" and Professor Kleene's orbit of "around the world on 
Free Trade" kept the lamp of knowledge burning for those who 
"hungered and thirsted after righteousness" as only scholars of 
of their ilk could fan the flame of learning and keep us away from 
the Rose Room at Harry Bond's. 
Oassroom or campus wise, athletic instruction under "Ducky" 
Swan, singing in the Chapel Choir with short gowns resembling 
hospital nightshirts while we listened to Johnny McCook and 
Dr. Adams thrill us with the reading of Lessons, as the Faculty 
slept, no place could have given an undergraduate the incentive to 
keep burning the lamp of knowledge and inspire us in the joy of 
living as our Alma Mater. 
In my small son's bedroom is a battered shield bearing the Seal 
of Trinity College. Four Doric columns are symbolic of the first 
unit of this venerable institution when it was Washington College 
and situated on Capitol Hill. Thirteen stars surround the fa~ade ; 
the crest is Bishop Seabury's Miter and the background holds the 
symbols, the Crozier and the Key. It is sealed with the caption, 
"PRO ECCLES IA ET PATRIA". I can think of no more signifi-
cant hallmark or reminder to this generation and those who will 
follow us than that which was devised by the founders of this 
long-established institution of learning. I cannot follow in a short 
period the noble ideals and the persistent struggle of this, my 
College, to preserve and perpetuate the goals and aims of Christian 
and rational education but I say with Thomas Jefferson, which I 
know is echoed not only in New England but also in the Middle 
West and Virginia itself, "Give me a college that contrives to lift 
the general level of the intelligence of our people." Herein bums 
the Undying Fire of Trinity and to say with Joseph Addison, "The 
philosopher, the saint, the hero, the wise and the good or the great 
often lie hid and concealed, 'which, like mute and inglorious Miltons 
might ever be obscured, except by proper education they be dis-
interred and brought to light'." 
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May I give you a great man's estimate of good qualities of the 
mind. They are five in number: ( 1) Religious convictions ; ( 2) 
Good humor ; ( 3) Integrity ; ( 4) Industry; ( 5) Science. These I 
believe are what Trinity is striving for and which we pray may 
be evidenced in all her sons. 
Within this beautiful Chapel will be dedicated this morning 
a window depicting the friendship that existed for many years 
between Remsen Brinkerhoff Ogilby, fonner President of Trinity 
College, and Charles Henry Brent, Apostle to the Philippines and 
sometime Bishop of Western New York. I would like to mention 
two homely anecdotes about these great men. Every Sunday, as 
I recollect it, Dr. Ogilby would pace the College Walk before 
services, anxiously wonderin~ who would appear from the student 
body to hear his words of wisdom. He was garbed in the conven-
tional cutaway, his collar buttoned behind and an unconventional 
com-cob pipe gripped between his determined teeth. On this 
especial occasion I bearded "Red" Ogilby; as business manager of 
the Jesters asked him if, two weeks from Thursday, we might 
give to the student body Cyril Maud's latest presentation of 
"The Monkey's Paw." His red hair stood on end; his pipe bel-
lowed white-hot smoke and he took from his pocket a calendar. 
"Two weeks from Thursday? Do you know what day this is?" 
"No, sir," said I. 
"It is Maundy Thursday, and if you are contemplating Holy 
Orders I would advise you to keep a closer tab on your Church 
Calendar." The production was deferred until after Easter. 
Many and varied are the stories of Bishop Brent, all of them 
saintly and many humorous. In 1910 Bishop Brent dedicated 
three windows in the Clerestory of his Cathedral in Buffalo. 
Clerestory windows were originally made to let in light from the 
topmost part of the Church in order that myopious worshippers 
could read their prayer books. Being a liturgical church, most 
Episcopalians are either on their knees or with their eyes on the 
Altar. As Bishop Brent moved from the O1ancel to say the 
dedicatory prayers he whispered to his Chaplain, "Bill, if they 
ever dedicate a window to me please have it put in the Clerestory." 
The Undying Fire of such consecrated men as Ogilby, Brent 
and Luther, the loyal and enthusiastic fervor of the countless lay-
men who have graduated from these ivied halls and the magnificent 
leadership of our lay College President, Keith Funston, make us 
all confident that the future will even exceed the past. 
Now in the year of our Lord '29 the Apostles were gathered 
together at Jerusalem "and there appeared unto them cloven 
tongues, like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them." Eleven men, 
a tatterdemalion remnant of the foundation of a new Kingdom 
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which for only a brief period of three years had been insti-
tuted by our Lord, waiting for the rebirth of the Holy Spirit which 
was to set the world aflame. The Miracle happened, as it always 
does, in the hearts of men filled with good will, and the Church 
Militant was born. 
So it is, and will continue to be, in every crisis, in every uncer-
tainty and in every apparently hopeless period of waiting. As the 
Phoenix rises from its ashes ; as hope def erred springs anew in 
the human breast; and as courage reborn grips again the flagging 
spirits of our life, so does the Pentecostal Fire burn again when 
only charred embers are apparent to the outward vision. 
Whitsunday can and will return to this war-weary, frustrated 
and seemingly defeated remnant of Christian Civilization. Its first 
evidence will be seen by the new fire in men's eyes, by the deter-
mination to make victory out of def eat, and by the patient and 
persistent will to bring into the lives of all sorts and conditions of 
men a new purpose, a holier pattern of the design for living and 
an increased dependence upon the God and Father of us all, with-
out Whom nothing is good, nothing is holy and nothing can be 
permanent. 
I close with a story from an old but well-remembered book of 
H. G. Wells written in the last days of World War I, called "The 
Undying Fire." 
Job Huss, a school-master and experimentalist in the field of 
secondary education ( which omitted the questionable virtues of 
the old school ties and the Eton collar) woke one morning to find 
his school burned to ashes. The boys had miraculously escaped, 
but the shock was great; his life savings had been destroyed and 
his future seemed completely hopeless. They took him to a nurs-
ing home on the south coast of England and one restless night 
when no nurse responded to his bell he took from the footboard 
of his iron cot the chart. It read: "Job Huss-Cancer." After many 
days when his wife had not appeared he learned from his doctor 
that she had lost her reason and was temporarily confined in a 
hospital for the insane. Weeks later, like a death's-head, came a 
telegram from the War Office telling that his only son, in the 
R.A.F., had been reported "killed in action." 
Allegorically, H. G. Wells, as in the Book of Job, sent him three 
consolers, the modern counterparts of Zophar the N aamathite, Eli-
phaz the Temanite, and Bildad the Shuhite. They were of small 
comfort and like the Job of old he was tempted to curse his God. 
Then out of his own anguish came the echo of his ancient name-
sake, "I lmow that my redeemer liveth, and that he shall stand at 
the latter day upon the earth; and though this body be destroyed, 
yet shall I see God, whom I shall see for myself, and mine eyes 
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shall behold, and not as a stranger." The Undying Fire had burst 
again into flame, faith in the charred embers of Job Huss' spirit 
was lighted anew and for the first time in endless days his body 
was at rest and his soul sang. 
The story ends as it should, or as we would all like it to end, 
for a telegram is received saying that his son is a prisoner behind 
the German lines; his wife's reason is restored; and his own death 
comes peacefully and without pain. 
As it was with the character of Job Huss so it can be with all of 
us, families, nations and the world as well. Where the Undying 
Fire of Pentecost still bums, hope springs eternally in the human 
breast and where man holds first to God, God in his tum makes 
strong the spirit of his children. 
On this the nineteen hundred nineteenth anniversary of the 
Birthday of His Church, founded by Our Lord and Saviour, Jesus 
Christ, I can see again the flames which sat over the heads of the 
Apostles and the ancient torch of that Undying Fire beckoning us 
to "cast away the works of darkness and put upon us the armor 
of light." 
They can not shell His temple 
Nor dynamite His throne. 
They can not bomb His city 
Nor rob Him of His own. 
They can not take Him captive 
Nor strike Him deaf and blind 
Nor starve Him to surrender 
Nor make Him change His mind. 
They can not cause Him panic 
Nor cut off His supplies. 
They can not take His kingdom 
Nor hurt Him with their lies. 
Though all the world be shattered, 
His truth remains the same, 
His righteousness still potent 
And Father still His name. 
Though we face war and struggle 
And feel their goad and rod, 
We know above confusion, 
There always will be God. 
(A. L. Murray) 
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The Anniversary Open House 
May 1S, 1948 
About 4,000 persons visited the College for the Anniversary 
Open House. Students took guests on guided tours of the entire 
campus. Special exhibits were displayed by the Departments of 
English, Classics, Romance Languages, Fine Arts, and Govern-
ment. Science shows and demonstrations were given by the De-
partments of Chemistry, Geology, Psychology, Physics, and 
Engineering. The Biology and Physiology Laboratories and the 
Economics, History, German, Mu~ic, Mathematics, and Philosophy 
Rooms were opened to public inspection. The treasures of the 
Chapel were on exhibition and special tours and carillon and organ 
recitals were conducted by students there. The Library displayed 
th~ Audubon Bird Books, rare manuscripts, and items from Trinity 
history. The Museum of Natural History was open with special 
guides to escort visitors through the collections. The "Tripod" pub-
lished an Anniversary Edition. The Nautical Association set up 
the first unit of its sailing fleet in the quadrangle. Station WR TC 
inaugurated use of new studios in Cook Dormitory. Faculty and 
student wives were hostesses at tea in Cook Lounge and Hamlin 
Dining Hall. 
Visitors registered from many Connecticut communities and 
from New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio, 
Illinois, Washington, Florida, California, Michigan, Canada, China, 
Scotland, and New Zealand. 
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The pictures on the page foil owing were taken during 
the Anniversary Open House. Left to right from top to 
bottom, they are: Chapel tour; Quadrangle scene; Physics 
demonstration,· Museum; Surveying; Classics exhibit; 
Visitors and Engineering Professor,· Library exhibit; 
Tea; Tesla Coil demonstration. 


The pictures on the preceding pa9e were taken during 
the WhitsundaY., Service and. Amwversary Convocation. 
They are: Ogslby family, Bishop Scaife, and Chaplain 
O'Grady during window dedication; Honorary_ degree 
recipients-Creamer, Bassford, (Funston), Sca1'fe, Hall-
den,· Ogilb~Brent window,· Two cowvocation scenes; 
Procession,· President's party-Seymour, Shannon, Fun-
.ston, Coleman, Budlong. 
Several of the photographs on the preceding two pages 
are by The Hartford Courant. 
